
BASANI

Work in all 50 states
unrestricted with our easy
licensing process. 

Work Anywhere

REMOTE WORK
DISCOVER HOW OUR AGENTS WORK

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, WITH ANY
COMPANY!

We do not assign set hours
for the clients you have,
rather you can work at your
own pace!

Work Anytime



WORK
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE

The COVID-19 pandemic affected a lot of

businesses to the point where some

businesses had to permanently close

shop. This left many Americans without

a job and even unable to find a job

within their industry. 

The story for Basani Financial was

different, we already had remote work

processes that functioned flawlessly

prior to the pandemic.

As essential workers, our agents

continued to work and grow through

our pandemic. Our company say

increased sales and increased profit. 

It's never been easier

BASANI



Work
Anytime

Anywhere!



BASANI

CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
MAKES IT POSSIBLE

Basani Financial's Remote application process has full

access to a multitude of remote application processes

that are utilized in today's financial markets. With E-Docu

sign, voice signature, and remote signatures, we have

mastered the insurance application process. 

Our agents can work with clients remotely with

telephonic applications and virtual consultations. Clients

are able to get all the information they need while being

safe. 

In addition to all this we do not place agents on a

timeline for the clients they are assigned, instead their

clients are theirs for life. This means agents can work at

their own pace.

Our Unique Remote
Application Process 



One of the unique things about the financial

services industry is the unlimited income

potential. Some people are curious to find out

and understand what exactly that means,

let's find out!

The Financial Services industry allows agents

and producers to create their own source of

income (both upfront and residual) for helping

clients. We work with our clients and assign

them to qualified representatives and agents

who are responsible to handle their needs

accordingly. 

Because agents have direct access to acquire

clients from our database, they have the

potential to acquire a near unlimited amount

of prospects at their own will. This allows our

agents to rapidly grow their business and

build their agency. 

We believe in our model and systems because

they have consistently brought our agents a

high level of success and stability. 

WORK AT YOUR
OWN PACE!



Our
Platform

Your
Business


